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SHOWROOM: In Taylors, IHDC 1D111

TECH LIGHTING INTROS NEW 2019 DECORATIVE PRODUCTS AT LIGHTOVATION
Perfect Balance of Modern Design, Precision Engineering and Uncompromising Quality

Skokie, Ill., January 16, 2019—Tech Lighting, a leader in sophisticated, modern style combined with the latest
advancements in precision engineering, will debut its newest designs during Dallas Lightovation, held January 16-20, at
the Dallas Market Center’s Interior Home + Design Center, showroom 1D111.
“With a passion for innovation, original design and uncompromising quality, our goal is to create iconic and timeless
indoor and outdoor lighting for the spaces in which people live, work, play, learn, shop and more,” said Josh Weiss, Tech
Lighting Executive Vice President. “We are particularly excited about our continued investment in modern chandeliers.
We focused on both the aesthetics and how the chandeliers illuminate a room. As such, our new chandeliers provide
uplight and downlight despite the directional nature of LEDs.”
Below is a sample of what Tech Lighting will introduce for 2019.
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Tech Lighting Product Description
Inspired by the lotus flower, the Belterra chandelier by
Tech Lighting has petal-shaped LED light guides which
beautifully illuminate this contemporary design while
capturing the purity of its graceful stem-work. Available
in a Polished Nickel (shown), Brass or Matte Black finish,
two sizes are available: 16.9” high with a 38” diameter
(shown) and 23.3” high with a 48” diameter.

The Aerial chandelier by Tech Lighting has symmetrically
spaced arched rods that support a ring of cylindrical
heads to establish its unique profile. The cylinders
produce up and down illumination while concealing the
integrated LED light sources. Available in one of two
trending finishes—either Brass (shown) or Matte Black—
Aerial is offered in two sizes: 5.8” high and 35.3” wide
(shown) or 7” high and 53.1” wide. This fixture comes
with four, 12” rigid stems and two, 6” rigid stems for
installation flexibility. Aerial can be installed on a sloped
ceiling up to a 45-degree angle.
-more-
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Tech Lighting Product Description
Featuring integrated LED technology, the Grace from
Tech Lighting is designed with two rings that illuminate
this contemporary chandelier. A large weathered oak ring
has organic texture complemented by a decorative black
inner ring (shown). Grace is also available in an all-Brass
option. Offered in two diameters—30” and 35.8”—both
sizes are a sleek 3.5” high.

Part of Tech Lighting’s Linger Collection, this Linger
Abstract chandelier is designed with 12 LED lights
tapered by acrylic cylinders that illuminate in multiple
directions. Available in Polished Nickel or Natural Brass
(shown), Linger will slowly patina for a timeless look. This
lighting fixture is 40.6” at its highest point and 52.3” in
length. The Linger collection also includes wall sconces
and other chandeliers.

The Copa pendant by Tech Lighting has a two-tone
domed glass shade that blends Transparent Smoke glass
with a translucent mirrored cap. This retro design
features finely detailed and textured hardware making it
a modern work of art. The mirrored cap is offered in
three finishes—Gold (shown), Chrome or Copper. Its
dimensions are 14.5” high and 11” in diameter.

The Orbel Collection from Tech Lighting elicits a
fundamental principle of Mid-Century Modern art design
with the contrast of basic geometric shapes. This Orbel
flush mount features a circular canopy that supports
alternating metal squares and four glowing, frosted
spheres of light. With dimensions of 6.3” high and 15” in
diameter, the Orbel ceiling fixture comes in either a
Matte Black (shown), Brass or a Polished Nickel finish.
The collection also includes wall sconces, a bath vanity
and pendants.
-more-
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Tech Lighting Product Description
The Alate flush mount by Tech Lighting is uniquely
designed with delicately feathered fins surrounding a
curved acrylic diffuser. Integrated LEDs create abundant
illumination with a soft appeal. Offered in a Satin Nickel
finish, its dimensions are a sleek 1.7” high and 13” in
diameter.
The Joni wall sconce by Tech Lighting features a glowing
integrated LED that sits against the backdrop of a simple
elliptical reflector. Joni has a choice of either a Matte
Black outer shade with a Matte White inner reflector or a
Matte Black outer shade with a Matte Black inner
reflector. These are designed for outdoor use as well. A
third all-Brass finish (shown) is for indoor use only. The
Joni sconce comes in three different sizes: 13” high and
7” in diameter, 16” high and 8.6” in diameter, and 20”
high with a 10.8” diameter (shown).

With a straightforward rectilinear design, the Sana
outdoor wall sconce from Tech Lighting contrasts smooth
black metal with concrete to create an industrial texture.
Due to the nature of its natural materials, each Sana light
fixture is unique. This integrated LED wall sconce aims
light downward—which is ideal for wayfinding in hallways
or stairwells. The Sana is available in either a 16” (shown)
or 22” high version; both sizes are 5.3” wide and extend
2.9”, making them ADA compliant. Others in the Sana
Collection include a line-voltage and low-voltage
pendant.

The Lody bath vanity light by Tech Lighting features four
orbed diffusers mounted at the ends of boldly regal,
flared bells to create a Mid-Century Modern piece with
distinctive linear LED illumination. Available in a Polished
Nickel finish—Lody is 6.6” high, 24.1” long and extends
3.6”, making it ADA compliant. The Lody Collection also
has two chandeliers and a wall sconce.

-more-
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Tech Lighting Product Description
The Tris bath vanity light by Tech Lighting reflects simple
geometric aesthetics that define this modern three-light
fixture. The integrated LED light guide technology
appears as frosted glass when off—then illuminates
across its surface when turned on. Tris is available in Satin
Nickel (shown), Brass or Chrome and is 4.3” high, 25.6”
long and extends 3.4”, making it ADA compliant.

About Tech Lighting
Part of Visual Comfort Group, Tech Lighting is recognized for its sophisticated, modern portfolio that celebrates the design freedom delivered by
LED technology. The brand is known for specification-grade architectural, recessed, decorative and outdoor lighting in a wide variety of categories
such as chandeliers, pendants, flush mounts, wall sconces, bath bars, and more. Tech Lighting is a premium choice for architects, specifiers,
designers, and homeowners since 1988. Its products can be found in lighting showrooms and websites across North America. For detailed product
information or where to buy, visit www.techlighting.com. For news, product introductions and inspirational ideas, go to
www.facebook.com/techlighting, www.pinterest.com/techlighting and www.instagram.com/techlighting_official.
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